Relationship between Elements of Knowledge (1972)
(overview at: http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs70s/elemknow.php)

Appendix F: Future possibilities
Future prospects: an ideal knowledge-representation system: Appendix F1
Contents extensively incorporated subsequently into:
Knowledge-Representation in a Computer-Supported Environment
(Originally published in International Classification. 4, 1977, No.2, p. 76 - 81)
(see http://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs/knowrep.php)
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The ideal. "information" system in a given academic .field
has been sketched out as Follows by the U.S. National Academy of Science Committee on Information in the Behavioural
Sciences under the chairO)anship of David Easton. The idaal
is here portrayed (*) as a "computer analogue of the. avail•
able, intelligent, and informed coll'.engue."
·
t·.

"Such an ideal colleague would read widely, .have :·.....
total recall, evaluate what he read; he would be
able to reorganize materials, recogniz• fruitful
analogies, and synthesize .new ideas. In addition
the ideal colleague would· always. be accessible
and available to ail, either in pex·son or by phone,
Fina11y, such a colleague ~ould be sensitive to
ea.ch research worker's ·needs. He would be c;iware or·.·.-.;.,.
the general interests and current problelns of each
·scientist, and he 'could adopt bqth the context and·
style of his communication to &ach researcher•s know;:..
led gs, skills, and habits." ( **)
·
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the handling of iriformatiori as noted by J.M. Ziman:
''I cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of
this activity of intellettual •ynthesis ••• Any .
notion that we may have about the nature of science
. .includes the Q:elief that. something like an ov'erall
pattern is to ba discovered and described. What we
need is sciontiFia·knowledge -- not more and more
iniscellaneous and u.nralatcd information, The start• :
ing ·point for a search should not have to be an ab- .. ·,
stract journnl or a computerized r~trie~al system -- :
it should ba an encyclopaedic treatise or .textbook
where the information hii-s been t.ransformed into an
intelligible pat tern or thought ••• from whic.h can be .
deduced the chtiracterization of the part.L:c1.1la:r dl!!tu61 1
1ipecimen or phenomenon that we .are st.udying •" ( *)
. The t:ompai.;ison ia. (lone . 1.n parallel. cb.t.umn. for ease- ol'
·1.1nderstenaing.
~

-.:

·:

. "' ""'

There have been many reports on the improvement and integra- :, .
tion of information systems and· it would .be Futi.le and inap:;. .
. propriate to comment on. them here. There" see:ms, however, to ....
have been little mention of what might be termed a "knowledge- :
. representation" system (***). The ideai coll.eague above would,
'be the key componenf in a knowledge-representation system~--'~
·he would, it is suggested, have no place in an"in.formatiori ...
or "documeintation" system as they' are currently conceived.
This Appendix attempts to cH1rify t·he -distinction between the·
knowledge-oriented and .document-orienttrd ·approac.hes· to system
design by comparing the functio.ning of a hypothetical know- ·
ledge-oriented system, now technically Feasible,. with the
· current approach. The intentio.n is not to imply th.at the
Former should replace the latter but rather that the former
offers various means of avoiding some or the key problems. ·
faced by the latter -- t.he two are however complementary. .The.
dis.tin.ct ion i's. basically between a synthesis' ~1'.. ato'misation in

(*) Cited in the

i:iier;~~ ·-;d~.'"7;~;;·Leonard '(Chair-man».~Rep.ort

and recommendations tow.ard an, international studies inte- ;·.' -.
. grated information .system. International Studies Associa·
.tion, Cqmmittee .tm Bibliographical and Documentation" Services,'
1969.
.
.

{**) David Easton (Chairman). Communication System and. Resources
in the Behavioural Scienqes; by the Comnri.tteia or\ Information
in the Behavioural. Sc.iericeio, Division of Behaviouz:a1 Scieni::es
of the National Research· Council., Washington; DC, .National
Academy ·or Sciences~ (Pub~-1'575), 1967, p.46 •..

.(*°**) "Knowledge-representation could be considered to mean "inFor-.
mation", but. there are so many other interpretations of the
latter that the new ·term .seeni's appropriate here.
·

(*) .J.M. Ziman. ".Information, ·comm1.1nic'ation1 l<nowledge•" :·"'.-: .{:!:: :,
Ni;itura, 224.1 25 Oct ·,1969, · p.323 ·

.. .'·
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Knowledge~roprosontotion

Information
1. Index tends to be based on

1, "Index" constitutes a complex

network giving a representation
of entities and relationships
and the dynomics of ony points
under debate which ~an only be
hand.led by multi-dimension'11
computer programming techniques,

simple hierarchy or alphabetic listing of subject,
author and title, which
can be handled on catalogue cards.

2. Users want documents; the

2. Users want access to the "net-

index is a temporary inconveninece to gain access to
the document •

work index" u~ich represents
the items of knowledge and
their relationships which they
need; documents are a temporary inconoenience if it is necessary to re-examine data and detailed arguments justifying the
entities and relationships incorporated. Document access is a
secondary problem for which a
documentation system may be used.

3. Author has "published"

• 3. Author has "published" when
the appropriate knowledge structure in th• "index" has been modified; incorporation in "index"
(through a terminal) is a high
priority for the author.
4. Research is conducted primarily
4. Research is conducted primarily using documents as a
using the knowledge-representation
stimulus to creativity.
structure as a stimulus ~o creativity, i.o., on the graphical
representation,
when document is in circulation and "available"; index •ntries ~f little signi•
ficance to author.
·

5. Access to knowledge via documents, means multiple rep- .
reduction and transfer of documents to a variety of libraries where they may or may
not be used.

S. Access to knowledge is dirc•ct and
does not require reproduction and
transfer of documents. (Only one
copy of the document justifying
the amendment need exist on microfiche so that copies neeef only be
prepared when the data and arguments must be re-examined in detail.)

6. Documentation system is em6, See 5.
barrassed when faced with ob-·
taining "ephemeral" or "phantom" material which has not
been made commercially available through the few standard
channels.
7. Out-of-date, rejected, low
7. Out-of-date, rejected, false.etc.
quality, false, old documents
entities or relationships are e!imare retained in the system
inated from the system by listing
and index with no index indithem on paper (or other "documents")
with the bibliographical source
cation to that effect.
from· which they were obtained (i.e.
they are available if .required but
do not clog th~_system).

B. Only the knowledge held in • 8. All knourledge is on-line, although the supporting documents
the documents physic~lly amay not be physically accessible
voilable is accessible. The
index only notes the documents held in the documentation centre in question.
9. Thinking momentum is maintained
9. Thinking momentum iQ consince the essence of any new
stantly interrupted when acdomains of knowledge is always
cess to now documents is
accessible -- all the links· and
required. (Long delays,2entities are there (Delays are
3 months, ore normal;50
measured in seconds).
months or more from initiation of research to appearance in abstracts)
10, Authors status, pride and
1rn. Author's status,pride and interest
interest associated with
are associated with ~he visible
visible document on some
entities and links in the graph
library shelves,
representation accessible to all.•·
11,Author's domain of inter11. Author's domain of int"erest and
est and home "territory" are
home "territory" are visibly
unclcarly defined.
defined.
12. The key figures in a dis12. The "luminaries" in a particular
cipline aAd the relationdiscipline are all" visible togethship betweon thair spheres
er with the
relationship between
of influence arc unclear.
their spheres of inf luencc.
13. Alternative concepts or con- 13. Alternative concepts, relationships
tradictory evidence can be
or contradicting evidence is immedconveniently ignored in a
iately forced on one's attention -document or textbook witheven in the case of relationships
out too much risk -- particlinking to other disciplines.
ularly where the counter argument comes from another
discipline (or a school of
thought publishing in a dif•
rorent languogo).

14. Interdisciplinary links are .14. Interdisciplinary links are already
ignored if the author has
no interest in them,

15. Documents carry a lot of
text which is verbal packaging for tho main points,
or didactic in intent,used
to honour the elders of the
profession, or provided in
order to define the frame of
discourse. Much of it is repeated in other documents on
the same point.

held in position whether tho author
wants to ignore them or not.
·

15. Non-essen~ial material is unnccessar,
because the points are in many cases
already embedded in tile kr1owlodg•1representation system. Argumunto
can be directed specifically to tho
use and relationships between particular entities. Such compacted
arguments might also be directly
accessible on call -- but only as a
clarifying presentation.
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16. The pa no ramie v iclw of th.a en t iti cs
p~noramic summary of
and relationships in tho discipline
knowledge in a discipline
is always available and up to date.
-- the standard textbook-The author's extra.contribution is
must remasticate all the
all that needs to be added - he
extant views which are visdoes not need to recap the whole
ibly significant from the
environment.
author's perspective. The
Since the academic's status is bound
author must "redo" the whole
up with his specific modifications
discipline environment to
to the knowledge structure and not
provide the ·framework fot
the verbalizations hold in a docuany new contributions of
ment, the problem of adequat~ verhis own. There is no guarbalization may be handled separately;
antee that the rephrasing
Hopefully a limited number of skilled
(necessary for status and
verbal presentations, from a mini-.
copyright reasons) of other
mum number of dif fsrent perspecpeople's arguments will make
tives and.literary styles, Cliuld
them any clearer. One result
be constantly updated by profos- .
is to add a largo wad of
sional writers using the best
·
duplicate rmterial to the
verbal arguments bi any appropriate
documentation system, often
academics where appropriate.
of d6ubtful literary q~~lity.
17. Tho documentation system
.17. Each entity, link, and qualification
does not permit of any per~
is indicated in the knowlodgc repremanent representation of<
sentation system. In effect one
knowledge in a particular do:"layer" of the "collective mentality"
m~in.
Each verbal summary·
of a.discipline is rendered visiblo,
extant at a particular mo·.Each modification to knowledge
ment is under criticism and
in. the domain is entored on an hour- •·
subject to reserve from difby-hour basis.
ferent schools of thought,
within the discipline. In
this important respect a document arising from a single
group of authors can never
contain the totality of views
in a domain of knowledge. IL
is only the non-concrctJzed
interaction between a succession of documents which approx~
imates to it. These invisible qualifiers on any document are a feature of the "collective mentality" of the
members of the discipline.
The knowledge of the discipline at any moment is very
much in {and between) the
hands of its members rather
than on paper or in a row of
books.

16. Any

18.
18. Different styles of documnnts oro produced on the
same topic for research,
education, public information, program management,
policy making, etc~ purposes,
The same material is repeated,
with some extensions and some
omissions, for each audience.·
Out because it generally requires a parson with a different style of thought to present each type of document,
lags in the incorporation of
tho latest argumonts or vital
new evidence tend to be evident, so that therri may be
marked differences between the
entities and relationships
incorporated into each. This
leads to a ''spostic'' or ''a-·
phasic" response to new situations,by different portions
of society.
No attempt is made in
ument eotabliohed for
purpose to relate the
of knowledge to those
purposes.

a docone
elements
of other

The entities and relationships entered on the basis of research insights are also used for other purposes.
Instead of producing differunt documents and reprocessing the insighs,
different "filters" are used in presenting or displaying the entities
and relationships to different
audiences. In this way, each new
research insight is immediately incorporated into each other form of
knowledge-representation -- each
portion of society works from tha
same data base. (Problems registered
by non-research bodies are immediately
evident as a challenge to rosearch.)
In this way if an element of knowledge reprossnted cannot bo understood, the 0ser m~rsly calls for a
new method of representation (of the
same knowledge), possibly using isomorphs (or qven analogies) from a
domain with which ha is familiar.
At any point he can move into a programmed learning mode and work from
simple reptssentations.
·

19. The dotumentation problem is 19. By switching
oggrov<itnd by tho "publish or
perish" codo which governs much
of academic life. Unless an acadomic publishes, he is "invisiblu" --ho loses status in the
ayes al' his superior.s. I\ curriculum vitao is judged as much
on tho number of artilces,
books, etc., as on the· quality.

20. Disciplines aro psycho~
;20.
soc.ial groups in which
professional status and advances in knowledge are intimately rolatod. At preinnt
intra-disciplinary communication ~s via documents for
the knowledge advances, but
the status and credibility of
particular documents, and
their authors are governed
by ongoing informal word of
mouth communication centered
upon eldors who set the
fashions and designate ap-

~mphasis to the specific
entities and relationships which
the academic has formulatod, success•
fully, confirmod or criticized -his status is detElrminRd by thP.
bonds and entities with which ho is
associated. Each of his r:1mtribulions is "visible" until it is superseded and is riot subject to tho
vagaries of the documentation syste~.

In the knowledge representation
system, it is quits evident which
issues are currently under de~ate
and the manner in which tho demise
of a set of entities and relationships will entrain the fall of a
whole set of dependant elements. It
is also evident who are the key proponents or opponents -- directly
~r indirectly -- of particular knowledge elements; Ideally the knowledge representation system woul~ also
act es a continually updated voting
board for each entity and re1ationship. Each addition to the structure

7.
20.)proved new farihions.(and . (20,)of knowledge would cause some individuals in the profession to indicate
thus provide a needed elea modification in their pattern of
ment of stability). The
allegiance. At any one time it is
procedure may be fairly
then evident how much support a pardemocratic in that on each
ticular knowledge element can muster
topic there are invisible
and exactly tuhere the wenk links
collages ·Of proponent and
in the chain of support are. The
opposition "parties" in a
vague auras of inf lucnce which are
"lower house", each with
symptnmatic of the document-oriented
an eloquent voting constisystem are replnced by a precise
tuency. The approv~l of the
picture of the state of the gums,
"upper house" of elders is
Contrary views are represented on
required, It is by this onan exactly equal basis and are not
going formal-informal desubject to tha vagaries of the
bating mechanism that the
journal referee system.
disciplines stance at any
one time is determined, But
the channels by which members of a discipline are exposed to new views and indicate or withdraw their suppprt, are controlled, &ometirnes rather undemocratically, by well-placed elders.
~here is a tendency for new
and contrary views to have
difficulty in obtaining a
hearing, This may slow
the development o~ the discipline and make it aomewhat dependent upon a form
of intellectual nepotism
and "smoke-filled club room"
.democracy,
21. Many academics subscribe to. 21. Tl1;, "building bloc'l<s" are the entithe building block approach
ties and relationships added to the
to the advance.of knowledge~
network which constituteu the "building". Any part of the network can ·
particularly in the natural
sciences (e.g.chemistry can
be displayed as a visible represenbe considered to be a skytation of the "building" on which
scraper under construction,
academics are working. This has the
~ith 30 floors completed and
advantage of being a multJdimnnsional
in use, the 31st and 32nd
dynamic structure in which any eleunder construction, P.artiment can be questioned and modified
tions in the lower floors
without endangering the whole, The
. are modifie·d as required by
emphasis is on a community adding
new insights. In the more
entitles and links to a single exhuman sciences, the view
isting visible whole, however many
might be that each academic
levels and domains it may be subconstructs his own mansion
divided into -- individual initiainspired by the elements
tive, whatever its domain, is reof the style of his neighlatsd to that of the whole.
bors and predecessors.) This
is only a useful metaphor,
however, since there are no rec
· recognized "building blocks"

( 21,) Otld no concretized "bUil·•
ding" -- it also suffers
from the severe disadvantage of constituting a
"frozen pyramid" concept of
knowledge categories, Each
individual does his own
thing with no attempt to
relate it to the whble.
22. The forum of academic debate is concretized as a
scattering of journals and
other documents. There is
little interaction between
the journals but the debate
is somewhat summarized in a
scattering of abstracts in
which the contents index
gives some indication of
the interventions on related topics.

22. The knowledge representation system
constitutes a thinking forum in
which the juxtaposition of relevant
ideas from all sources is maximized.
The researcher is exposed to a pat~
tern of theoretical formulations in
the process of being continually
improved, and to which he can contribute, A dozen or more specialists
in a particular field (the "invisible
college" for that topic) cannot contribute simultaneously to ideas
being written on one memo pad,
They can do so via elactro~ic dialogue
support systems which help them to
respond to each otherts ideas (even.
if they are a continent apart) with
a rapidity that allows each of them
to maintain thinking momentum. Even
in such a rapid debate thm paternity
of each emerging formulation is idont
tif ied and registered. This mode of
operation should be compared with
soma discussions between academics
interestad in the same topic in
which progress is frustrated because
if someone thinks of a good idea he
wants to "publish" it (to gain credit) before c:ontributing to the
. thinking momentum of his colleagues this may take months.

